ULTRA SERIES PEDESTAL FILE SPEC SHEET
One-piece pedestal jackets constructed of 20-gauge cold rolled steel combined with 18-gauge full steel
bottom. Steel 18-gauge uprights are welded at form on jacket sides (bottom) and to full steel bottom,
forming a box construction presenting a rigid case that eliminates “racking.” Multi-formed 18-gauge
uprights accept full progressive steel ball bearing race suspensions for the file drawers and box drawers.
Drawer fronts are formed of 20-gauge cold rolled steel. Back side of drawer fronts are welded and “dressed”
to provide additional strength at pressure points.
Box drawers and file drawers have full progression steel ball-bearing suspensions. All steel drawer fronts
provided with multi formed full width recessed pull as standard. Optional slab steel front with decorative pull
available. Painted steel drawer fronts are attached with screws as standard, and are field replaceable.
Laminated self-edge or 3mm PVC edge wood front drawer option available with waterfall or decorative pull. For
up-charge please consult Invincible Customer Service.
Files available in 22-3/32”, 28-3/4” & 29-3/4” depths, 15” and 18” width, 27-13/16” high with glides, 27-7/8” high
with casters. Drawer arrangements available in either box/box/file or file/file.
Freestanding pedestals include (4) 1” adjustable floor glides. Drawers are 2 or 3 piece construction. Case
jackets available with or without finished steel tops.
Letter file drawers have multi-formed high sides for front to back hanging folders, PVC channel for cross filing
of letter or legal hanging rails optional. 18-gauge compressors also available as option.
Mobile Pedestals available in all standard depths, with (4) 2” diameter casters, (2) swivel (2) fixed concealed
and recessed into the base channel. Optional 5th caster available, as are counterweights.
Pull-out posting self (reference shelf) now available in all Ultra Series pedestals.
shelf size (usable space) 13“ wide x 18” deep for 28” deep pedestals
shelf size (usable space) 13“ wide x 13” deep for 22” deep pedestals
Finish: All Invincible™ steel products are processed through a 5-stage industrial washer to remove oil and
organics from the surface while applying an iron phosphate conversion coating to promote adhesion and
corrosion resistance as a pre-paint treatment. In addition, parts are rinsed with a non-chrome sealer to aid in
paint adhesion and to further protect the metal. The surface is then painted with environmentally-friendly
and highly durable hybrid powder coat paint applied electro-statically and cured at high temperature.

Invincible™ products are available in a full assortment of standard Invincible™ colors, both smooth
and textured finishes, as well as special order colors.

